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Join the legions of couples and singles who are making their hottest sexual fantasies come true.

Whether you're looking for an endless supply of fantasy ideas or expert advice for a playful,

imaginative sex life that turns you both on, this information-packed book has everything you need to

know. The Ultimate Guide to Sexual Fantasy helps readers learn their lover's secret fantasies;

engage in hot, dramatic role-play without feeling silly; have a threesome - without jealousy; explore

sex parties and swinging; have sex in public; create thrilling S&M scenarios; make their own porn

and erotic photos; and strip, give lap dances, and talk dirty. Also included are comprehensive lists of

the most popular fantasies and fetishes complete with suggestions for props, toys, and costumes

(and where to buy them), racy sex games for lovers, expert help for deciding just how far to take

your fantasies, and hot new stories by best-selling erotica author Alison Tyler. Learn your lover's

secret fantasies Role-play: hot, dramatic sex without feeling silly Comprehensive lists of the most

popular fantasies and fetishes-complete with suggestions for props, toys, and costumes (and where

to buy them) Expert help for deciding just how far to take your fantasies
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Violet Blue does a stellar job of rounding up an all-about book in her new title The Ultimate Guide to

Sexual Fantasy. She draws on all her experience with sex and gives us a book complete, covering

everything you might need to know about fantasy. Her book is inspiring and informative. If you ever

wondered how to share your fantasy, explore more options, or learn what that is exactly

called...check out this guide. I am sure she has the answer for you.I found this book to be very well



written without sounding preachy, or alienating the reader. She really covers all the bases and goes

into detail about each type or genre of fantasy. Her book could be read by a man, or woman with

any sexual orientation and still be well taken. Violet does a wonderful job of writing for everyone. I

am almost sorry that I felt that way about her writing, maybe I was in a bad place in my cycle or

something.This book includes everything I could think and a lot of stuff I didn't imagine. I was blown

away by all the ideas in this book. You can bet I found some new ideas for me and my lover to try

out. Oh wait! I didn't even mention that Alison Tyler, the queen of kink, lends Violet a few stories for

this collection. They appear at the end of the chapter, much like in Never Say Never. Not every

chapter, mind you. The stories go with the theme of the chapter and are, of course, very well written

and inspiring.This book includes a breakdown of kinds of fantasies and there are resources in the

back for helping you explore more on the web, get some props to make it happen, or read more

about it. I highly recommend this book. Fantasies are a safe way to really enjoy sexuality. You don't

have to live out every fantasy to get the most out of them. Sharing fantasies have been the one

single thing I will never regret in my relationship. I am thrilled this book may help others to share

theirs, or at least explore more about them.

We all have them - fantasies that we thought could only ever be a dirty daydream. For me, it was ...

well, perhaps .com isn't the best place for me to share them ;) Ahem.The point is, whatever your

fantasy is, this is the book that can help turn them into reality. Phone sex? Check. BDSM, even the

super edgy stuff? Yup. Lap dances, dirty talk without sounding idiotic, seeing a call girl? Got it

covered.Even if you aren't normally into how-to guides, Blue's voice is funny and interesting enough

to make it a page-turner. Do yourself a favor and pick up a copy.

Review:We all crave adventure in the bedroom. Especially us married types who crave a little

something extra to spice up the soup. Well, so to speak. The Ultimate Guide to Sexual Fantasy is a

recipe book for making a staid evening of formula sex into one that will knock your knickers off in no

time flat. Ideas abound on how to share your fantasy for role play or just how far to go. It is real

world instruction for the vanilla world who maybe wants to try and work on a flavor boost. I loved it.

Great source of information by a woman who tells it like it is. Violet Blue is a rock star whether she is

editing an anthology or writing instructional non fiction like this book. So is Alison Tyler. I have the

privilege to know her as an editor and a co-author and she can curl your toes in no time flat.

So...take it from me and get a copy of this book for your naughty recipe library. You will thank me in

the morning.



I haven't finished it, in fact I am waiting on "just that right moment," to share with someone I love.

But what I have read is very interesting, not boring in the least, and imaginative beyond your normal

run of the mill fantasy.

We are getting into role-play and have downloaded many articles of value and recommendations.

This book topped all the articles and was so easy to read, follow and integrate into our roleplay. For

the beginner, this is an informative first read that will certainly add spice to your after hours activities.

For those married awhile, try these scenarios to add spice and perk up your love life. O.K., do I win

a cruise vacation now? All kidding aside . . . buy it, you'll like what it does for your dulled down

libido.

A great guide for beginners and people looking to explore their kinky side. Violet Blue creates a

judgment-free zone and goes through the essentials on every topic from stripping and dirty talk to

play parties to all kinds of specific fetishes. Even those who have plenty of experience in the realm

of sexual fantasy will learn a thing or two.
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